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Abstract: We propose a Deep RObust Goal-Oriented trajectory prediction Network (DROGON) for accurate vehicle trajectory prediction by considering behavioral intentions of vehicles in traffic scenes. Our main insight is that the behavior
(i.e., motion) of drivers can be reasoned from their high level possible goals (i.e.,
intention) on the road. To succeed in such behavior reasoning, we build a conditional prediction model to forecast goal-oriented trajectories with the following
stages: (i) relational inference where we encode relational interactions of vehicles
using the perceptual context; (ii) intention estimation to compute the probability
distributions of intentional goals based on the inferred relations; and (iii) behavior
reasoning where we reason about the behaviors of vehicles as trajectories conditioned on the intentions. To this end, we extend the proposed framework to the
pedestrian trajectory prediction task, showing the potential applicability toward
general trajectory prediction.
Keywords: Trajectory prediction, Intention and behavior, Intersection dataset
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Introduction

Forecasting participants’ trajectories has gained huge attention in recent years. Extensive research
has focused on developing robotic systems for safe navigation in indoor and outdoor environments.
In understanding human interaction, studies in [1, 2, 3, 4] have advanced our knowledge on pedestrian movement and social behaviors in crowded environments. Recent breakthroughs in automated
driving technologies call for such research in the transportation domain. However, current knowledge on pedestrian behavior cannot be directly applied to predicting vehicle trajectories for the
following reasons: (i) current models are based on human movement and thus may not directly be
applicable to vehicles with faster speed; and (ii) road layouts, which can provide informative motion
cues particularly in driving scenes, have been rarely considered in the literature. There have been
some research efforts in the transportation community. However, they largely focus on highway
scenarios [5, 6], relative trajectory of vehicles respective to ego-motion [7, 8, 9], and ego-motion
prediction [10]. Therefore, a robust solution still does not exist for driving environments.
Inspired by a study in [11] on the causation between intentions (i.e., cause) and behaviors (i.e., effect)
of humans, we propose a trajectory prediction model using a relationship between future destinations
(intentions) and intermediate locations (behaviors) of drivers. In real driving situations, humans are
capable of estimating the intention of others based on prior interactions, which corresponds to the
potential destination in future. Then, we subsequently anticipate intermediate paths with respect
to the intention. From this viewpoint, automated driving or advanced driving assistance systems
should be able to address the following questions: (i) Can they learn to estimate intentions and
react to interactions with other vehicles using sensory data?; (ii) If so, how can the systems predict
accurate trajectories under conditions of uncertain knowledge in a physically plausible manner?
Our framework, DROGON, is designed to address these questions. We infer relational interactions
of vehicles with each other and with an environment. Based on this inference, we build a conditional probabilistic prediction model to forecast vehicle’s goal-oriented trajectories. That is, we first
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Figure 1: The proposed framework consists of 3 steps: 1) Infer the relational interactions of vehicles;
2) Estimate the probability distributions of intentional goals; 3) Conditionally reason about the goaloriented behavior as trajectories being sampled from the estimated distributions.
estimate the probability distributions of intentions (i.e., potential destinations of vehicles as zones).
Conditioned on the probabilities of formerly estimated intentions (e.g., 5 zones at a four-way intersection), we then predict the multi-modal trajectories of vehicles as illustrated in Fig. 1.
It is not feasible to demonstrate DROGON using the existing vehicle trajectory datasets [12, 13,
14, 15, 16] since they do not provide the intentional destinations of individual agents. Even adding
intention labels to these datasets is not a trivial task since we should understand road topology of the
scene at each time step with respect to the motion direction and orientation of all agents. Thus, the
zone label cannot be automatically added to any existing datasets. Moreover, these datasets are restricted in their capacity to discover functional interactions between vehicles, in terms of the dataset
size, motion diversity, and duration. Therefore, we created Honda Intersection Dataset (HID)3 , a
large-scale vehicle trajectory prediction dataset to investigate the goal-oriented behavior, containing
highly interactive scenarios at four-way intersections in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Furthermore, we extend DROGON to predict pedestrians’ motion and demonstrate the applicability
of our framework for general-purpose trajectory prediction. Unlike vehicles, the interactive environment of pedestrians would be hypothesized as a nearly open space as they move on paved / unpaved
roads, sidewalks, grasslands, etc. We thus relax the assumption of intentional destinations to include
various types of regions. We evaluate the extended model using the pedestrian trajectory benchmark
datasets [17, 18, 19] to demonstrate the generalizability of the DROGON framework.

2

Related Work

Social interaction modeling Following the pioneering work [20, 21], there has been an explosion of
research that has applied social interaction models to data-driven systems. Such models are basically
trained using recurrent neural networks to make use of sequential attributes of human movements.
In [1], a social pooling layer is introduced to model interactions of neighboring individuals, and
[2, 3, 7, 8, 22, 23] improves its performance by using more efficient structure or adding supplemental cues. Recently, the recurrent operation is directly applied to interaction modeling. In [4],
the relative importance of each person is captured using the attention mechanism, considering interactions between all humans. It is extended in [15] with an assumption that the same types of
road users show similar motion patterns. Although their predictions are acceptable in many cases,
these approaches may fail in complex scenes without the perceptual consideration of the surrounding
environment such as road structures or layouts.
Scene context as an additional modality Scene context of an interacting environment has been presented in [24] in addition to their social model. However, their restriction of the interaction boundary
to local surroundings often causes failures toward far future prediction. [25, 26, 27, 28] subsequently
extends local scene context through additional global scale image features. Also, [29] analyzes local
scene context from a global perspective and encodes relational behavior of all agents. Motivated by
their relational inference from the perceptual observation, we design a novel framework on top of
relation-level behavior understanding.
Goal-oriented trajectory prediction The future motion of the target agent has been conditioned on
the external hypotheses such as the possible action of the neighboring agent in [30] or the potential
motion of the ego-agent with respect to others in [8]. Although the proposed approach shares the
similar aims for conditioning the trajectory, we directly explore the internal intention of the target.
3
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Figure 2: Illustration of different types of graph models to encode spatio-temporal interactions. (a)
A node represents the state of each road user, whereas (b) it is a visual encoding of spatio-temporal
interactions captured from each region of the discretized grid between adjacent frames.
Recently, a predefined trajectory set is used to represent the driver intention in [31], which is restricted to generate trajectories outside of the anchor set. In contrast, we generate situation-aware
behaviors (i.e., motion configuration) with help of the proposed generative pipeline conditioned on
the driver’s intentional goal (i.e., future destination).
Trajectory datasets in driving scenes The NGSIM [12, 13] dataset has been widely used in the
transportation domain [32, 33] for vehicle trajectory forecast with different congestion levels in
highways. However, the motion of vehicles and their interactions are mostly simple. The KITTI [14]
dataset includes multi-modal sensor data such as LiDAR point clouds, RGB images, and IMUs with
various agent categories. However, its small number of tracklets makes the dataset barely used [24]
for the purpose of trajectory forecast. Recently, [15] released the dataset for the trajectory prediction
task. It has been collected from urban driving scenarios as a subset of ApolloScape [34]. However,
they only provide trajectory information with no corresponding visual data of ApolloScape, which
is insufficient to discover visual scene context. Subsequently, the Argoverse [16] forecasting dataset
is available together with visual information such as 3D Maps and LiDAR data. Although its total
number of motions is larger than KITTI, each segment is 5 sec long, which results in the short-term
(2 sec observation and 3 sec prediction) prediction horizon. For the general-purpose driving tasks,
nuScenes [35] and Waymo [36] is recently introduced. Since they are not designed for trajectory
prediction, the motion complexity is not considered. Therefore, we create a new trajectory dataset
with more diverse vehicle motions in highly interactive scenarios, particularly at intersections.

3
3.1

Preliminaries
Spatio-Temporal Interactions

Spatio-temporal interactions between road users have been considered as one of the most important
features to understand their social behaviors. In [4, 15], spatio-temporal graph models are introduced with nodes to represent road users and edges to express their interactions with each other.
To model spatio-temporal interactions, the spatial edges capture the relative motion of two nodes
at each time step, and temporal edges capture the temporal motion of each node between adjacent
frames as shown in Fig. 2(a). Recently in [29], spatio-temporal features are visually computed using
a convolutional kernel within a receptive field. In the spatio-temporal domain, these features not
only contain interactions of road users with each other, but also incorporate their interactions with
the environment. We use a similar approach and reformulate the problem with a graph model.
3.2

Relational Graph

In the proposed approach, the traditional definition of a node is extended from an individual road user
to a spatio-temporal feature representation obtained by exploiting spatial locality in input images.
Thus, the edge captures relational behavior from spatio-temporal interactions of road users. We refer
to this edge as ‘relational edge’ as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this view, we define an undirected and fully
connected graph G = (V, E), where V is a finite set of |V| = n nodes (n = 25 is used) and E is a
set of relational edges connecting each pair of nodes. Given τ number of input images, we visually
extract a node vi ∈ V, where vi is a d-dimensional vector representing spatio-temporal interactions
within the i-th region of the discretized grid. The feature rij of the relational edge between two
nodes (vi , vj ) first determines whether the given interaction pair has meaningful relations from a
spatio-temporal perspective through the function φ, and then the function θ is used to identify how
3

their relations rij can affect the future motion of the target k based on its past motion context q k :
k
rij = φ(vij ; W r ) and fij
= θ(rij , q k ; W f ), where vij = vi  vj is the concatenation of two nodes,
W r denotes the weight parameters of φ, W f is those of θ, and q k is an m-dimensional feature
representation extracted from the past trajectory X k = {Xtk0 −τ +1 , Xtk0 −τ +2 , ..., Xtk0 } of the k-th
agent observed in the given perceptual information. We subsequently collect relational information
k
fij
from all pairs and perform element-wise sum to produce a unique relational representation F k =
P
k
i,j fij for the k-th agent.

4

Methodology

We transfer knowledge of spatio-temporal relational inference F k to predict the probability of intentional goals as well as goal-oriented trajectories. To accomplish this, we assemble building blocks
from (i) relational inference to encode relational interactions of vehicles using a relational graph, (ii)
intention estimation to compute the probability distribution of intentional goals based on the inferred
relations from the perceptual context, and (iii) behavior reasoning to reason about the goal-oriented
behavior of drivers as future locations conditioned on the intentional destinations.
4.1

Problem Definition

Given Xk = {I, M, X k }, the proposed framework aims to predict δ number of likelihood
heatmaps Hk = {Htk0 +1 , Htk0 +2 , ..., Htk0 +δ } for the k-th target vehicle observed in I, where
I = {It0 −τ +1 , It0 −τ +2 , ..., It0 } is τ number of past LiDAR images and M is a top-down LiDAR
map with a same coordinate with I. Details are provided in the supplementary material. The future
locations Y k = {Ytk0 +1 , Ytk0 +2 , ..., Ytk0 +δ } are found using a coordinate of a point with a maximum
likelihood from each heatmap Htk .
4.2
4.2.1

Behavior Reasoning for Trajectory Prediction
Conditional Trajectory Prediction

We use a conditional VAE (CVAE) framework to forecast multiple possible trajectories of each
vehicle. For given observation c, a latent variable z is sampled from the prior distribution P (z|c),
and the output heatmaps H are generated from the distribution P (H|z, c). As a result, multiple z
drawn from the conditional distribution allows the system to model multiple outputs using the same
observation c, where c = q  g is the concatenation of past motion context q encoded from X and
estimated intention g. In general, the true posterior P (z|H, c) in maximum likelihood inference is
intractable. Therefore, we consider an approximate posterior Q(z|H, c) with variational parameters
predicted by a neural network. The objective of the model is thus written as follows:
LC = −KL (Q(z|H, c)kP (z|c)) + EQ(z|H,c) [log P (H|z, c)],

(1)

where zl ∼ Q(zl |H, c) = N (0, I) is modeled as Gaussian distribution.
We respectively build Q(z|H, c) and P (H|z, c) as a CVAE encoder and trajectory predictor, on top
of convolutional neural networks. At training time, the observed condition c is first concatenated
with heatmaps H, and we train the CVAE encoder to learn to approximate the prior distribution
P (z|c) by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Once the model parameters are learned,
the latent variable z can be drawn from the same Gaussian distribution. At test time, the random
sample z ∼ N (0, I) is generated and masked with the relational features F using the elementwise multiplication operator. The resulting variable is passed through the trajectory predictor and
b Details of the network
concatenated with the observation c to generate δ number of heatmaps H.
architecture are described in the supplementary material.
4.2.2

Intentional Goal Estimation

We also train the intention estimator for goal-oriented future prediction which employs prior knowledge about the intention of vehicles (at time t = t0 + δ). Given the relational features F extracted from vehicle interactions, we estimate the softmax probability Sg for each intention category
4

g ∈ {1, ..., G} (G = 5 in Fig. 1) through a set of fully connected layers with a following ReLU
activation function. We compute the cross-entropy from the softmax probability:
G
X
LS = −
1(m = g) log Sg ,
(2)
m=1

where g is an estimated intention category and 1 is the indicator function, which equals 1 if m equals
g or 0 otherwise. We use the estimated intention g to condition the process of model prediction. The
computed softmax probability Sg is later used at test time to sample z with respect to its distribution.
4.3

Explicit Penalty Modeling

We introduce additional penalty terms specifically designed to constrain the model toward reliance
on perceptual scene context and spatio-temporal priors.
4.3.1

Penetration penalty

We encourage the model to forecast all future locations within a boundary of the drivable road in a
given environment. To ensure that the predictions do not penetrate outside the road (i.e., sidewalks
or buildings), we penalize the predicted points outside the drivable road using the following term:
t0 +δ X
J 

1 X
bt,j ) ,
LP =
Dj × B(H
(3)
δ t=t +1 j=1
0

where the function B is the binary transformation with a threshold B , D is the binary mask annotated as zero inside the drivable road, and J ∈ RH×W is total pixels in each likelihood heatmap.
4.3.2

Inconsistency penalty

In order to restrict our model from taking unrealistic velocity changes between adjacent frames, we
encourage temporal consistency between frames as a way to smooth the predicted trajectories. We
hypothesize that the current velocity at t = t0 should be near to the velocity of both the previous
frame (t = t0 -1) and next frame (t = t0 +1). The inconsistency penalty is defined as
t +δ−1
1 0X
LI =
E(vt−1 , vt , vt+1 ),
(4)
δ − 1 t=t +1
0

where vt denotes velocity at time t and
E(a, x, b) = max(0, min(a, b) − x) + max(x − max(a, b), 0)
is the term to softly penalize the predictions outside of the velocity range.
4.3.3

(5)

Dispersion penalty

We further constrain the model to output more natural future trajectories, penalizing the cases where
large prediction error is observed. In order to discourage the dispersion of an actual distance error
distribution of the model, we use the following penalty:
n
0 +δ
ot0 +δ  1 tX
2
¯ 2,
b
LD = Var
kYt − Yt k2
=
(dt − d)
(6)
δ t=t +1
t=t0 +1
0

where dt is an Euclidean distance between the predicted location and ground truth at time t and d¯
denotes a mean of d = {dt0 +1 , ..., dt0 +δ }. We observe that the LD penalty is particularly helpful to
obtain accurate future locations with the concurrent use of the LP term.
4.4

Training

At training time, we minimize the total loss drawn in Eqn. 7. The first two terms are primarily used
to optimize the CVAE modules which aims to approximate the prior and generate actual likelihood
predictions. The third term mainly leads the model’s output to be in the drivable road, and the last
two terms are involved in generation of more realistic future locations. We set the loss weights as
ζ = 1, η = 0.1, and µ = 0.01 which properly optimized the entire network structures.
LOptimize = −LC + LS + ζLP + ηLI + µLD .
(7)
5

Table 1: Quantitative comparison (ADE / FDE
in meters) for single-modal prediction.
Single-modal
State-of-the-art
S-LSTM[1]
S-GAN[2]
S-ATTN[4]
Const-Vel[37]
Gated-RN[29]
Ours
DROGON
Baseline
w/o Intention
w/o Map
w/o Penalty

4.5

1.0 sec

2.0 sec

3.0 sec

Table 2: Quantitative comparison (ADE / FDE in
meters) for multi-modal prediction.

4.0 sec

1.66 / 2.18
1.61 / 3.01
1.17 / 1.45
0.52 / 0.85
0.74 / 0.98

2.57 / 4.03
2.06 / 3.83
1.69 / 2.61
1.27 / 2.63
1.14 / 1.79

3.59 / 6.19
2.32 / 4.35
2.41 / 4.45
2.34 / 5.38
1.60 / 2.89

4.61 / 8.45
4.28 / 7.92
3.29 / 6.67
3.70 / 8.88
2.13 / 4.20

0.52 / 0.71

0.86 / 1.46

1.31 / 2.60

1.86 / 4.02

0.79 / 1.04
0.65 / 0.86
0.60 / 0.81

1.20 / 1.85
1.01 / 1.62
0.97 / 1.58

1.65 / 2.90
1.46 / 2.77
1.41 / 2.71

2.18 / 4.25
2.02 / 4.23
1.98 / 4.20

Multi-modal
State-of-the-art
S-LSTM [1]
S-GAN [2]
S-ATTN [4]
Gated-RN [29]
Ours
DROGON-Best
DROGON-Prob
Baseline
DROGON-E

1.0 sec

2.0 sec

3.0 sec

4.0 sec

1.06 / 1.37
1.50 / 2.84
1.35 / 1.69
0.60 / 0.80

1.68 / 2.79
1.94 / 3.52
1.73 / 2.10
0.93 / 1.49

2.46 / 4.55
1.99 / 3.75
2.09 / 3.11
1.33 / 2.48

3.36 / 6.73
3.43 / 6.47
2.66 / 5.10
1.82 / 3.74

0.39 / 0.53
0.38 / 0.49

0.65 / 1.14
0.55 / 0.84

1.03 / 2.11
0.77 / 1.40

1.48 / 3.29
1.05 / 2.25

0.41 / 0.77

0.84 / 1.53

1.33 / 2.57

1.87 / 3.38

Extension of DROGON

At road intersections, we can define each potential destination in the scene as one of the zones based
on its structural topology. In this way, each zone corresponds to the intentional destination of the
driver as shown in Fig. 1. However, such a strategy cannot be directly applicable to pedestrians
as their interactive environment is hypothesized as a nearly open space. The structural layout of
the scene is not as informative as that of vehicles’. We thus relax the assumption for intentional
destinations, so they can be any regions in the given environment for pedestrian trajectory prediction.
By assuming every grid region in an image as zones, we can generalize the proposed behavior
reasoning framework for pedestrian trajectory forecast in the open space. In the rest of this paper,
we use a different abbreviation, DROGON-E, for the extended framework. Note that applying an
extended method to driving scenes may cause a prediction failure since the future vehicle motion
can be generated throughout non-drivable areas like sidewalks or buildings, as validated in Table 2.

5

Experiments

We comprehensively evaluate the proposed approach using Honda Intersection Dataset (HID). The
detailed specifications of HID can be found in the supplementary material.
Although the authors are aware of other vehicle trajectory datasets such as [14, 15, 16], we do not
use them for one or more of the following reasons: (i) None of the datasets provides the structurespecific intentional destinations of agents. Such zone labels should be acquired by hand-labeling
as explained in Sec. 1. It thus makes the demonstration of DROGON infeasible to reason about
behaviors conditioned on internal intentions; and (ii) Perceptual information such as RGB images
or LiDAR point clouds is not provided, which is critical to visually infer relational behavior between agents from our framework. We did not find a straightforward way to evaluate our behavior
reasoning framework on these datasets.
Additionally, we evaluate the extended framework DROGON-E for pedestrian trajectory prediction.
Its generalization is validated using three public datasets (SDD [17], ETH [18], and UCY [19]) that
contain pedestrian trajectories in diverse interaction scenarios.
5.1

Comparison to Baselines

We conduct ablative tests using HID dataset to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed DROGON
framework by measuring average distance error (ADE) during a given time interval and final distance
error (FDE) at a specific time frame in meters.
Prior knowledge of intention In order to investigate the efficacy of behavior reasoning, we design a
baseline (w/o Intention) by dropping the intention estimator and CVAE encoder from DROGON. As
a result, this baseline is not generative, outputting a single set of deterministic locations. In Table 1,
the reported error rates indicate that behavior reasoning is essential to predict accurate trajectories
under conditions of prior knowledge of intention. It is due to the fact that goal-oriented reasoning is
practically helpful to condition the search space and guide the course of future motion. The mean
average precision of intention estimation is 71.1% (from DROGON) and 70.2% (from w/o map).
Global scene context We define another baseline model (w/o Map) which does not use global scene
context for trajectory forecast. For implementation, we did not add features extracted from the map
M into the relational inference stage. In this way, the model is not guided to learn global road lay6
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Figure 3: Qualitative comparison of DROGON with the state-of-the-art algorithms. We visualize
the top-1 prediction. Gray mask is shown for non-drivable region.
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Figure 4: (a-e) All 20 trajectories of DROGON-Prob-20 are plotted in interactive scenarios at interactions. We change the intensity of colors for those 20 samples and use different colors for different
vehicles. Gray mask is shown for non-drivable region.
outs, similar to relational inference in [29]. As shown in Table 1, the prediction error of this baseline
definitely increases against DROGON. The comparison indicates that discovering additional global
context encourages the model to better understand about the spatial environment.
Explicit penalty We now remove the penalty terms in the total loss from the proposed DROGON
framework at training time. The performance of this baseline model (w/o Penalty) is compared in
Table 1. Although its performance is higher than other baseline models, it achieves higher error rate
in comparison to DROGON. This is apparent in the sense that the model is not explicitly guided by
physical constraints of the real world. Thus, we conclude that these penalty terms are dominant in
forecasting accurate future trajectories.
5.2

Comparison with the State of the Arts

We compare the performance of DROGON to several state-of-the-art trajectory prediction approaches [1, 2, 4, 29] that have shown outstanding performance for vehicle trajectory forecast [15, 38, 39, 40]. Extensive evaluations are conducted on tasks for both single-modal and
multi-modal prediction. As shown in Table 1 for single trajectory prediction, the performance of
S-GAN [2] is consistently improved against S-LSTM [1] all over the time steps. S-ATTN [4] shows
further improvement of both ADE and FDE by employing relative importance of individual vehicles. Interestingly, however, their performance is worse than or comparable to the simple constant
velocity (Const-Vel) model in [37]. With additional perceptual priors, the network model (Gated-RN
in [29]) then performs better than the heuristic approach. DROGON also employs visual information of the physical environment. Additionally, we generate intentional goals and predict a trajectory
by reasoning about goal-oriented behavior. As a result, we achieve the best performance against the
state-of-the-art counterparts.
For evaluation on multi-modal prediction in Table 2, we generate S = 20 samples and report an
error of the s-th prediction with minimum ADE (i.e. , mins∈S kY k − Ybsk k22 ) as proposed in [24, 2].
We design two variants of DROGON with a different sampling strategy: (i) DROGON-Best-20
generates trajectories only conditioned on the best intention estimate; and (ii) DROGON-Prob-20
conditions the model proportional to the softmax probability Sg of each intention category. Similar
to single-modal prediction, our models show a lower error rate than that of other approaches. It
validates the effectiveness of our behavior reasoning framework for goal-oriented future forecast. In
Fig. 3, we display their qualitative comparison in general driving scenarios 3a, by considering the
influence of environments (parked cars and road layouts) while making turns 3b, and with an ability to socially avoid potential collisions 3c. DROGON properly forecasts trajectories considering
interactions with other vehicles and the environment. Moreover, we achieve the best performance
with DROGON-Prob-20. By taking adaptive condition on potential goals, we can eventually ease
7

Table 3: Quantitative comparison of DROGON-E with state-of-the-art methods using the SDD [17]
dataset. In a range of 1 - 4 sec, FDE is reported in pixels at 1/5 resolution following [24, 29]. For
4.8 sec in the future, both ADE and FDE are reported using the original resolution as in [41, 31].
Time
1.0 sec
2.0 sec
3.0 sec
4.0 sec
4.8 sec

Metric
FDE
ADE
FDE

CVAE
1.84
3.93
6.47
9.65
30.91
61.40

S-LSTM
3.38
5.33
9.58
14.57
31.19
56.97

DESIRE
1.29
2.35
3.47
5.33
19.25
34.05

CAR-Net
25.72
51.80

Gated-RN
2.11
3.83
5.98
8.65
26.67
53.93

MultiPath
17.51
58.38

Ours
1.24
2.19
3.36
4.94
17.06
30.90

Table 4: Quantitative comparison (ADE / FDE in meters) of the proposed approach (DROGONE) with the state-of-the-art methods – S-GAN [2], SoPhie [42], S-BiGAT [43], PMP-NMMP [44],
S-STGCNN [45] – using the ETH [18] and UCY [19] dataset.
S-GAN [2]
SoPhie [42]
S-BiGAT [43]
PMP-NMMP [44]
S-STGCNN [45]
Ours

ETH hotel
0.87 / 1.62
0.70 / 1.43
0.69 / 1.29
0.61 / 1.08
0.64 / 1.11
0.68 / 0.95

ETH eth
0.67 / 1.37
0.76 / 1.67
0.49 / 1.01
0.33 / 0.63
0.49 / 0.85
0.10 / 0.16

UCY univ
0.76 / 1.52
0.54 / 1.24
0.55 / 1.32
0.52 / 1.11
0.44 / 0.79
0.53 / 0.89

UCY zara01
0.35 / 0.68
0.30 / 0.63
0.30 / 0.62
0.32 / 0.66
0.34 / 0.53
0.45 / 0.81

UCY zara02
0.42 / 0.84
0.38 / 0.78
0.36 / 0.75
0.29 / 0.61
0.30 / 0.48
0.27 / 0.46

Average
0.61 / 1.21
0.54 / 1.15
0.48 / 1.00
0.41 / 0.82
0.44 / 0.75
0.41 / 0.65

the impact of misclassification in intention estimation. In Fig. 4, we visualize goal-oriented trajectories reasoned from DROGON-Prob-20. While approaching 4a and passing the intersection 4b-4e,
DROGON accordingly predicts goal-oriented trajectories using the intentional destination (zone) of
vehicles. Note that our framework is able to predict future dynamic motion of the static vehicles
(red and purple in 4d), which can eventually help to avoid potential collisions that might be caused
by their unexpected motion.
5.3

Generalization of DROGON

As detailed in Sec. 4.5, we assume every grid region in an image as zones to generalize the proposed
behavior reasoning framework. In this way, we further conduct cross-domain validation by evaluating DROGON-E on the widely used benchmark datasets for pedestrian trajectory forecast. We first
use the SDD dataset to evaluate the proposed framework comparing with the current state-of-theart methods [1, 24, 41, 29, 31] on two standard benchmark measures, (i) FDE at 1-4 sec as used
in [24, 29] and (ii) ADE / FDE at 4.8 sec as reported in [41, 31]. For evaluation, we divide the original image space into 5 × 5 regions (G = 25), assuming the intentional destination of the target agent
belongs to one of regions. As shown in Table 3, DROGON-E achieves the best performance over
all time steps compared to the state-of-the-art methods. It validates the efficacy of the proposed behavior reasoning framework. We next evaluate DROGON-E using the ETH and UCY datasets. The
same number of intention categories (G = 25) are assumed as goals. We report ADE / FDE at 4.8
sec in meters in Table 4. DROGON-E outperforms the state-of-the-art methods [2, 42, 43, 44, 45]
from hotel, eth, and zara02 subset, improving average errors. These results further validate the
generalization capability of our approach toward pedestrian trajectory prediction.

6

Conclusion

We presented a Deep RObust Goal-Oriented trajectory prediction Network, DROGON, which aims
to predict a behavior of human drivers conditioned on their intentions. Motivated by the real world
scenarios, the proposed framework estimates the intention of drivers based on their relational behavior. Given prior knowledge of intention, DROGON reasons about the behavior of vehicles as
intermediate paths. To this end, multiple possible trajectories of each vehicle are generated considering physical constraints of the real world. For comprehensive evaluation, we collected a large-scale
dataset with highly interactive scenarios at intersections and tested DROGON comparing with the
current state-of-the-art methods. We further provided a way to generalize the proposed framework
for pedestrian trajectory prediction, which also validates the efficacy of behavior reasoning.
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Supplementary Material
A

Contribution

The main contributions of the proposed paper are summarized as follows:
• Propose a trajectory forecast framework to estimate the intention of vehicles by analyzing
their relational behavior.
• Reason about the behavior of agents as trajectories conditioned on their intentional destination and intermediate configuration for more accurate prediction.
• Create a new vehicle trajectory dataset with highly interactive scenarios at road intersections in urban areas and residential areas.
• Generalize the proposed framework to the pedestrian trajectory forecast tasks.

B

Honda Intersection Dataset

A large-scale dataset is collected in the San Francisco Bay Area (San Fransisco, Mountain View,
San Mateo, and Santa Cruz), focusing on highly interactive scenarios at four-way intersections.
We chose 213 scenarios in both urban and residential areas, which contain interactions between
road users toward an environment. Our intersection dataset consists of LiDAR-based point clouds
(full 360◦ coverage), track-IDs of traffic participants, their 3D bounding boxes, object classes (8
categories including cars and pedestrians), odometry of the ego-car, heading angle (in rad), drivable
area mask, and potential destination as zone (intentional goal).
The point cloud data is acquired using a Velodyne HDL-64E S3 sensor, and distortion correction is
performed using the high-frequency GPS data. Odometry of the ego-vehicle is obtained via NDTbased point cloud registration. The labels are manually annotated at 2Hz and linearly interpolated
to generate labels at 10Hz. We further use the registered point cloud data and divide the intersection
by five regions (i.e., in a clockwise direction as illustrated in Fig. 1. Individual road agents are then
assigned g ∈ {1, ..., G} to indicate which zone the agent belongs to, with respect to the ego-vehicle.
In Fig. 5, we visualize 10 example scenarios. (a-i) are the bird-eye view maps we created using
LiDAR point clouds. Note that the gray mask displays non-drivable regions. Each scenario mainly
focuses on interactions at the four-way intersection, and some cases additionally include other types
of roads such as three-way intersection (b,f), four-way intersection (a,c,d), or parking lot (b,e).
Fig. 5 (g-i) shows four-way intersections in urban areas and residential areas. The preprocessed
example is visualized in (j). Also, we compare our intersection dataset with the existing trajectory
datasets [14, 15, 16] in Table 5 and highlight unique features of the dataset.
Table 5: Comparison of our new dataset with the driving datasets for trajectory prediction KITTI [14], Apolloscape [15], and Argoverse [16].
No. of scenarios
No. of frames (×103 )
No. of object classes
Sampling frequency (fps)
Trajectory duration (sec)
No. of intersections
3D bounding boxes
Ego-car odometry
Type of
LiDAR point cloud
labels
360◦ coverage
Drivable area mask
Intentional goal

KITTI [14]
50
13.1
8
10
flexible
X
X
X
X
no
no

Apolloscape [15]
103
90
5
2
flexible
no
no
no
no
no
no
11

Argoverse [16]
192
15
10
fixed (5)
no
no
X
X
X
no

Ours
213
59.4
8
10
flexible
255
!
!
!
!
!
!

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(d)

(f)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 5: Bird-eye view maps of interaction scenarios created using our intersection dataset. Gray
mask is shown for non-drivable region.

C
C.1

Additional Evaluation
Qualitative Results

We conduct additional qualitative evaluation using the presented intersection dataset.
In Fig. 6, we visualize all 20 trajectories generated from DROGON-Prob-20. By considering road
layouts and interactions of each agent with others, the proposed framework appropriately generates
goal-oriented trajectories conditioned on their estimated intentions. The output trajectories are inherently multi-modal. In Fig. 7, we also visualize different road layouts other than intersections.
DROGON is capable of generating accurate trajectories with respect to road types.
If a car is stopped through a red light, most of existing approaches predict its future motion as a static
point based on the observation. However, our DROGON framework is able to predict their future
12

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6: All 20 trajectories of DROGON-Prob-20 are plotted for multiple vehicles interactions. We
change the brightness of a color for those 20 samples and use different color for different vehicles.
DROGON accordingly predicts goal-oriented trajectories based on the intention of vehicles. Gray
mask is shown for non-drivable region.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: All 20 trajectories of DROGON-Prob-20 are plotted for multiple vehicles interactions.
DROGON accordingly predicts goal-oriented trajectories based on the intention of vehicles while
approaching the intersection. Gray mask is shown for non-drivable region.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 8: While the vehicles are stopped, our approach is still capable of predicting their potential
movements. This is apparently helpful to avoid potential collisions caused by static road agents.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Failure cases are visualized. (a) Sometimes, samples are drawn through non-drivable
region. (b) Some predictions of on-coming vehicle (blue color) are generated toward one-way road.
(c) The model experiences difficulties to predict U-turn (Dark green is the ground-truth).
dynamic motion given the intentional destination. By conditioning the model on the intentions, we
can encourage the system to generate potential trajectories as shown in Fig. 8. This is apparently
helpful to avoid potential collisions that might be caused by unexpected motion of static road agents.
We visualize failure cases in Fig. 9 where (a) trajectories are generated through the non-drivable
region (light yellow toward the bottom-right corner), (b) the model does not recognize one-way road
(blue toward the bottom), and (c) predictions are not made for u-turn (green on the left). In this view,
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our future plans include (a) a design of more powerful penalty terms on top of non-drivable region
masks, (b) a use of full semantics such as road signs and signals from supplemental RGB images,
and (c) a collection of more diverse driving activities to cover such scenarios with more samples.
Table 6: Quantitative comparison (ADE / FDE in normalized pixels) of the proposed approach
(DROGON-E) with the state-of-the-art methods – S-LSTM [1], SS-LSTM [25], S-GAN [2], GatedRN [29], SSP [23] – using the ETH [18] and UCY [19] dataset.
S-LSTM
SS-LSTM
S-GAN
Gated-RN
SSP
DROGON-E

C.2

ETH hotel
0.076 / 0.125
0.070 / 0.123
0.046 / 0.081
0.018 / 0.033
0.018 / 0.031
0.011 / 0.018

ETH eth
0.195 / 0.366
0.095 / 0.235
0.087 / 0.169
0.052 / 0.100
0.036 / 0.064
0.022 / 0.031

UCY univ
0.196 / 0.235
0.081 / 0.131
0.108 / 0.206
0.064 / 0.127
0.059 / 0.120
0.035 / 0.059

UCY zara01
0.079 / 0.109
0.050 / 0.084
0.062 / 0.127
0.044 / 0.086
0.038 / 0.078
0.030 / 0.054

UCY zara02
0.072 / 0.120
0.054 / 0.091
0.058 / 0.114
0.030 / 0.059
0.046 / 0.094
0.018 / 0.031

Average
0.124 / 0.169
0.070 / 0.133
0.072 / 0.139
0.044 / 0.086
0.039 / 0.077
0.020 / 0.033

Quantitative Results

Following the evaluation metric in [25, 29], we additionally report ADE / FDE at 4.8 sec in normalized pixels in Table 6. G = 25 is used as intentional goals. DROGON-E consistently outperforms
the state-of-the-art methods [1, 25, 2, 29, 23].

D
D.1

Implementation Detail
Preprocessing

Every τ + δ (past and future) number of point clouds, we first transform this subset to the local
coordinates at time t = t0 − τ + 1 using GPS/IMU position estimates in the world coordinate.
Then, we project these transformed point clouds onto the top-down image space that is discretized
with a resolution of 0.5m. Each cell in projected top-down images I has a three-channel (CI = 3)
representation of the height, intensity, and density. The height and intensity is obtained by a laser
scanner, and we choose the maximum value of the points in the cell. The density simply shows how
many points belong to the cell and is computed by log(N + 1)/ log(64), where N is the number
of points in the cell. We further normalize each channel to be in the range of [0, 1]. From these
projected top-down images I ∈ RH×W ×CI where H = W = 160, we create the 2D coordinates of
past X and future trajectories Y in the local coordinates at time t = t0 − τ + 1. We further convert
2D coordinates to heatmaps H, following [29].
In addition, we remove dynamically moving agents (vehicles and pedestrians) from raw point clouds
to only leave the stationary elements such as roads, sidewalks, buildings, and lanes, similar to [24].
Resulting point clouds are registered in the world coordinate and accordingly cropped to build a map
M ∈ RH×W ×CM in the local coordinates at t = t0 − τ + 1 (same as It0 −τ +1 ). We observed that
the density is always high when the ego-vehicle stops moving, and the height of the hilly road is not
consistent when registered. Therefore, only the intensity channel (i.e., CM = 1) is used.
D.2

Implementation of DROGON

Given input LiDAR sequence I, we first concatenate τ images and pass through the interaction
encoder that extracts spatial interactions within a receptive field. Details of the network structure
are shown in Table 7. Another network with the same configuration is used as a feature extractor to
extract rich perceptual information about global scene context using the top-down intensity image
M . Then, we slice the previously extracted spatial features as τ maps and perform (i) element-wise
addition to combine each map with scene context information and (ii) 1 × 1 convolution (with 24
kernels) for further feature embedding. For the rest of relational inference, we follow the temporal
interaction encoder and relation gate module in [29].
For intentional goal estimation, we use the relational features F as input and go through four fully
connected layers with a following ReLU activation function as in Table 8. To reason about the goaloriented future behaviors as trajectories, we use a CVAE-based encoder and trajectory predictor. At
training time, we train CVAE encoder to output the mean µ and the standard deviation σ, which
learns to approximate the prior distribution P (z|c) and thus samples z from N (0, I). Specifically,
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Table 7: Overall architecture of the interaction encoder and feature extractor. Conv2D denotes 2D
convolutional layer.
1
Conv2D
24
5
5
3

Layers
No. of filters
Width
Height
Stride

2
Conv2D
24
1
1
1

3
Conv2D
24
5
5
3

4
Conv2D
24
1
1
1

5
Conv2D
24
5
5
2

6
Conv2D
24
1
1
1

7
Conv2D
24
5
5
2

8
Conv2D
24
1
1
1

we use the ground-truth heatmaps H as input and the past motion context q and the ground-truth
intention g as condition. Note that we use the estimated intention g at test time. The concatenated
information c = q  g is passed through four 2D convolutional layers (each with a leaky ReLU
activation function) and two subsequent fully connected layers. The details of the network structures
and output sizes are given in Table 9. Next, we generate z using the resulting µ and σ and perform
element-wise multiplication with the relational features F similar to a guided drop out in [29]. Also
note that we randomly sample z from the normal distribution N (0, I) at test time. The latent variable
z is now concatenated with the past motion context q and the ground-truth intention g to condition
our trajectory predictor. We use two fully connected layers and four deconvolutional layers with
a ReLU function. The final output of trajectory preditor is a set of likelihood heatmaps of size
W × H × δ, where δ denotes future time steps.
Table 8: The structure of our intention estimator. FC: fully connected layer.
Layers
Output size

1
FC
1600

2
ReLU

3
FC
400

4
ReLU

5
FC
100

6
ReLU

7
FC
5

8
ReLU

The network models were trained with a GPU (NVIDIA’s TITAN Xp) using the TensorFlow framework. We first trained the modules for relational inference (feature extractor, interaction encoder, relation encoder) with intention estimator. An adam optimizer was used with beta1= 0.9,
beta2= 0.999, and batch size of 30. We started with a learning rate of 5e-4 and reduced by a factor
of 2 after 15 epochs. These modules were trained for 20 epochs. Then, we trained the CVAE encoder
and trajectory predictor together with optimizing the network models using the total loss Loptimize
presented in Section 4.4 in the main manuscript. The initial learning rate of 5e-4 was reduced by a
factor of 2 after 10 epochs, and the network converged after 15 epochs.
Table 9: The structure of the CVAE encoder. lrelu denotes a leaky ReLU activation function.
Layers
Output size
Width
Height
Stride
Activation

1
Conv2D
80 × 80 × 10
3
3
2
lrelu

2
Conv2D
40 × 40 × 64
3
3
2
lrelu

3
Conv2D
20 × 20 × 64
3
3
2
lrelu

4
Conv2D
10 × 10 × 64
3
3
2
lrelu

5
FC
1024

6
FC
512

lrelu

Table 10: The structure of the trajectory predictor. Deconv denotes a deconvolutional layer.
Layers
Output size
Width
Height
Stride
Activation

D.3

1
FC
1024

2
FC
6400

ReLU

ReLU

3
Deconv
20 × 20 × 64
3
3
2
ReLU

4
Deconv
40 × 40 × 64
3
3
2
ReLU

5
Deconv
80 × 80 × 64
3
3
2
ReLU

6
Deconv
160 × 160 × 10
3
3
2
softmax

Run Time

The inference time is 0.0082 sec (in avg.) for the first prediction using Nvidia TITAN X GPU. Note
that the output features of Stage 1 in Fig. 1 can be shared by all other agents, which significantly
reduces the run time to be 0.0063 sec (in avg.) from the next prediction in the same scene. We
believe that our model is applicable to the autonomous driving system that runs in real-time.
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